LE SCOTOMIE CENTRAL POSITIF ET THAN S.IT0111E
(SIGNE DE «'EENERS) DANS L_ - NLVIIITE OPTIQUE
RETHOI3ULBAIRE, AU COUPS DE L'INTOXICATIO\
_GIGUE PAR L'ALCOOI. AII THYLIQUE
Par N. P. JOIRIS (Seraing, -Belgique).
Le professeur Weekers a reussi a mettre en evidence un scotome central posifi f et frwisitoire dans la nevrite retrobulbaire,
due a ]'intoxication chronique nicotino-alcoolique (I). Sans Ctre
conststnt, cc svmptome cependant s'observe avec one grande
fi 'C'.1uence au stale d'etat de l'1'.I;ection. Le seotome- Central

positif et transitoire nest pas absolument pats gno nonique
de la nevrite toxique nicotino-alcoolique, mais en dehors de cette
maladie, it est tres rare.
Weekers a laisse en suspens le point de savoir Si Ic; scotome
central positif existe egalement (tans les nCivrites retrol-hulbaires
dues a d'autres intoxications que ce ll e qui a fait I'ohj;et de sex
observations.
Je relaterai ci-apres tin cas de nzvrite retro1)LI11 wire hilatcrale,
survenue an cours d'une affection rare, (tans une intoxication
aigue par l'alcool methvlique. J'ai obser v e, cllcz cc malade, un
scotome central positif it tin coil, celui qui etait le plus gravement

a teint.

•

Onsr:RV A rioN. — M. L... Jcan, est age de 41 ans, it ne possede
pas d'antecedents pathologiques hereditaires ou personnels.
Le 19 janvier 1935, Ie malade se saoule et, (tans son ivresse,
it absorbe un verre a liqueur d'alcool methylique. A partir de cc
moment it ressent des douleurs epigastriques, du pyrosis et a des
'_i' vomissements.
Nous voyons Ie malade le 3 e jour; it est prostrC, son facies est
" hagard, pendant qu'on 1'examine it tombe en syncope. A d'autres
moments, it est extremement agit^, veut sent uit, ne conipreiid
pas les questions qu'on Iui pose; it est dans un etat de complete
r
confusion mentale. De plus, it se conduit commeLin aveugleheur.^
taut les obstacles qui se presentent. q `^
^(`^^ y'^^ (1) Arch. cl'Oplthulm., 1932, p. 485, 1934, p. 497.
mac"
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Transitory and positive central scotoma (Weekers) in the retrobulbar optic neuritis in the
course of acute methyl alcohol intoxication
Professor Weekers could already show a transitory positive central scotoma in the
retrobulbar neuritis because of chronic nicotine-alcohol intoxication. Without being
constant, this symptom is frequently observed in the stage of affection. The transitory
positive central scotoma is not absolutely pathognomic of the nicotine- alcohol toxic
neuritis, but outside this disease it is very rare.
Weekers left open if the positive central scotoma exists as well in the retrobulbar neuritis
caused by other intoxications like the one he is referring his observations to.
Following I will report about a case of bilateral retrobulbar neuritis which comes from a
rare affection, a methyl alcohol intoxication. I observed the positive central scotoma in
one eve of the patient, the more affected one.
Observations
M C Jean, 41 years old, has no hereditary pathologic or personnel antecedents.
On the 19.01. 1935 he drinks and being drunk he absorbs a glass of methyl alcohol
liquor. From this moment he suffers epigastric pain. pyrosis and vomiting.
We see the patient the 3 rd day: he is exhausted, his facial expression disconcerted,
during his examination he "falls en syncope" (either becomes unconscious or speechless).
The next moment, he is very excited, wants to flee and doesn't understand the questions
he is asked, he is total mentally confused. Besides he behaves like a blind and clashed on
obstacles ahead to him.
The examination of his urine shows traces of albumin and 6 g of sugar per litre. 2 days
later the urine will be normal.
The amount of urea in the blood is 79cg per litre on the 22 nd, 1,18 g the 25 th and 0,25 g
on the 30. 01. 1935.
The first survey of the e y es on the 22.01. is affected by the psychic stage of the patient.
However we can detect that the powers of vision are severely reduced. (The fingers on
0,25m) The pupils are rigid, the middle and margin of the eves normal.
The following days the psyche of 1, Jean is improving much. On the 31.01. 35, the patient
can count the fingers until I m on the right eye, on the left eve he sees the movement
until 0.25m. He tells us that the view of this eve has always been weaker than on the right
eye.
The pupils start to react weakl y to light, the photo motor reflex is more accuse on the
right. The optic field in the periphery is normal on every side, but presents an enormous
central scotoma. The following days the condition of the patient is progressively
improving. The central scotoma in the right eve is getting better and on the 14. 03. 1935 it
vanishes. The powers of vision in this moment are 5/6 and read y to pass to 5/5.
The negative central scotorna on the left eye diminishes but is still visible on 14. 03.
1935; the powers of vision progress until 5/60 (figl )

It is during this observation that we saw a transitory, positive central scotoma in the left
eye. The right eye which was weaker affected never showed this symptom.
Using the method for the nicotine- alcohol retrobulbar neuritis described by Weekers,
first it wasn't possible to find a positive central scotoma on the left side in spite of the
enormous negative scotoma.
In the beginning of the intoxication when we put the patient in front of a strongly
lightened white shed of paper with one eye covered, the free eye darkened for some
seconds, he said that he sees the paper uniform grey. It is not before the 12.02. 1935
when the negative scotoma became smaller, that the patient said he could see a grey, oval
shadow in the middle of the paper of about I cm diameter dissolving towards the white
margin. He could even draw this positive scotoma on the paper. It was no latent period
existing, the shadow existed about one second.
The next days we experienced this phenomena again. So the patient draw lines round the
spot, the same ones professor Weekers noticed by nicotine- alcohol intoxication. (fig2, B)
At last on the 25. 02. 1935 it isn't possible any more to show the transitory positive
central scotoma.
The feature of Weekers which was discovered during nicotine- alcohol intoxication exists
as well after acute methyl alcohol intoxication, but it isn't there in other retrobulbar
neuritis. (multiple sclerosis, syphilis, diabetes, etc.)
It coul d be important for the differential etiologic diagnostic which is often difficult
concerning retrobulbar neuritis.
It seems to be inherent to the toxic form of the neuritis and from this point of view, it
would be interesting to research it in other retrobulbar neuritis of toxic origin.

